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GrandAire packaged all-in-one units are designed for heating and/or cooling comfort in
one superior packaged product. The units stay enclosed outside or on roofs and come in a
variety of combinations to deliver ultimate year-round comfort. The WPA4 is our packaged
air conditioner, the WPH4 is our packaged heat pump, while the WPG4 is our packaged gas
furnace/air conditioner combination unit.

WHAT MATTERS IN A PACKAGED SYSTEM? 

WHAT IS A PACKAGED SYSTEM? 

SEER2 (Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio) measures the cooling efficiency of air conditioners and heat pumps during an
average cooling season.
EER2 (Energy Efficiency Ratio) measures cooling efficiency during a set temperature (95° F). AFUE (Annual Fuel Utilization
Efficiency) measures the heating efficiency of a gas furnace. For each of these ratings, the higher the number, the greater the
potential for energy savings. Performance Series packaged air conditioners and packaged gas furnace/air conditioners offer
13.4 SEER2/10.3 EER2 cooling. The packaged gas furnace/air conditioner also reaches 81% AFUE heating.

Built for lasting durability with pre-painted steel cabinets and dense wire coil guards to protect the outdoor coil. The 
evaporator coil is made of quality aluminum for longer lasting corrosion resistance. 

Rest easy with a 1 year unit replacement, plus 10 year parts and compressor limited warranty*

*10 year warranty requires timely registration and applies to the original homeowner. Visit grandaireac.com for complete details.

ENERGY SAVINGS AND HEAT PUMPS

RUGGED BUILD

ADVANTAGE WARRANTY

temperatures every season, from the hottest days to the coldest nights of the year. The multi-speed blower motor helps 

that quietly delivers better home cooling comfort and helps keep humidity in check.

YEAR-ROUND COMFORT 

When you choose GrandAire heating and cooling equipment, it means your home comfort is backed by superior engineering 
and quality manufacturing so you can enjoy more important things. Each unit is 100% run tested, and we design our products
to give you exceptional quality, energy efficiency and reliability. We deliver products that deliver home comfort you can enjoy
year-round.
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and photographs in this brochure are only representative. Some product models may vary.
All trademarks and service marks referred herein are property of their respective owners.

Engineered & Manufactured by Carrier

All systems tested and listed by the appropriate agencies.


